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P AR T 1 : A SI NGL E - MI NDE D P E RSP E CTI VE
ON GR OWTH
“Our industry does not respect tradition— it only respects innovation.”
That’s what Satya Nadella wrote in his opening email to the company shortly after
becoming Microsoft’s new CEO. It was a clear call to arms that Microsoft needed to
reignite innovation in order to scale the company after roughly 15 years of
stagnation. The price of Microsoft’s stock has increased ~3x since he came back
because the market seems pleased with Microsoft’s sharpened focus, progress made
in the cloud business, and willingness to change how it used to do things in order to
compete in the future. Some of this could be window dressing or marketing speak, but
the changes happening at Microsoft seem genuine.

Satya said nothing about doubling down on what’s already working in order to get
more juice out of the squeeze. Rather, he ended the email by emphasizing the need for
clarity of focus on new innovations and on changing the culture which, for the most
part, was focused on preserving the status quo for over a decade. It’s not unheard of
that a large company often forgets how to innovate.
I haven’t spent enough time at companies with 1,000+ employees to speak deeply
about the dynamics of large company stagnation, but I can speak to it happening at
early-stage startups. In particular, I find it interesting that the same two problems
Satya outlined for Microsoft often appear within early stage startups as well: i.e. the
culture becomes comfortable with the status quo and the company loses its ability to
innovate.
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How does it happen? When a startup becomes obsessed with and designed around
data and optimization. Today, every 50 - 100+ person startup has multiple business
intelligence tools, off-the-shelf A/B testing tools, a data science team, and product
managers who know much more about writing SQL than they do about interviewing
customers.
In fact, I kept score while interviewing PM candidates in 2017. I spoke with 67
product managers. About 50 of them were reasonably proficient in SQL and could
write a few queries on the spot. Guess how many knew how to conduct customer
development? Three. That’s it. Only three product managers could proficiently
describe the purpose, process, and outcomes from customer development. 75% could
write SQL, but only 4% knew how to properly interview a customer. It’s a small sample
size, but the gap is large.

Here’s why that’s bad: Most startups, just like large companies, need to go through
continuous phases of innovation in order to create 2x+ step changes in the potential
for their business. The process of going from 0 to 1 with their first product is an
innovation. It’s what allows the company to get off the ground. Sometimes, that
original innovation is enough to carry them from seed to IPO. But that is incredibly
rare. What’s more common is that startups need to innovate several times over in
order to create step changes that help them scale from early stage to growth stage
and from growth stage to a publicly traded company.
Over the last 10 years, there has been a massive overcorrection in the direction of
optimization based on broad availability of data, leading me to find that most PMs are
incapable of effectively deriving insights from customer conversations and most
startups are incapable of producing new product innovations beyond the initial
product that they take to market. They’re great at A/B testing, but not great at
creating new features based on customer insights and a leap of faith.
To put it plainly, growing through data analysis and A/B testing isn’t the only path to
future growth. While it seems obvious, I see very few startups designed for
innovation, which may be the biggest driver to new growth for your business. Do you
think Facebook would be at its current scale without innovations like News Feed?
Community-driven translations to expand globally? Or the developers platform? The
answer is obviously “no”. Take a look at MAU acceleration beginning in 2007 / 2008.
That coincides with the launch of the international translations app, which allow
Facebook users to crowdsource the translation of the product. It took several months
to build and a few years of ongoing maintenance and development to mature the
product. That innovation led to a boom in active user growth.
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The point I’m making is that today’s startups very quickly fall into the optimization
trap where they think future growth will largely come from optimizing their existing
product. The better approach is finding the right balance between optimization and
innovation since both methods can produce future growth.

By the time you’re done with this ebook, you’ll have the knowledge and tools you need
to do the following:
1) Design a company-wide org chart that creates an explicit balance between
optimization efforts and innovation efforts
2) Wisely select the “right” types of experiments to run to increase your chances
of improving growth through optimization
3) Implement a repeatable product development process for creating new,
.

innovative features

OPTIMIZATION VERSUS I NNOVATI ON
We should first start with a more detailed explanation of the difference between
optimization and innovation. Optimization is when a startup iterates on its existing
products or services to squeeze more juice out of the orange. Typically, the results of
optimization are incremental in nature.
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If they are incremental in nature, then why do them? Well, because many small
optimizations can accrue into large long-term results when you allow those
optimizations to compound.
Here’s a simple example. In the below graph, I compare the 12 month growth in
monthly active users (MAUs) in 4 hypothetical cases. The blue line is the base case
where the monthly growth rate is slowly declining, leading to flattening growth. The
red line is for sustained 10% month-over-month growth (MoM), yellow is sustained
12% MoM, and green is sustained 14% MoM. If a startup can optimize its way towards
a slightly higher and sustained rate of growth, the compounded outcome is very
different relative to the base case. In fact, this is what we did in 2009 at Facebook.
Our growth team focused on optimizing our way towards a sustained 2% week-overweek growth rate because we knew that we would grow from ~100 million MAUs to
~300 million MAUs in 12 months if we did so. This happened to be the company-wide
goal for that year.

Innovation is when a company embarks on building entirely new products or services
for existing customers or for a new segment of customers. Innovation can also involve
expanding into an entirely new business line. However, this happens so rarely (hello,
Amazon!) that I won’t focus on this definition for the time being. Additionally,
innovation can create step change improvements in the trajectory of the company,
although they are much more difficult to discover and successfully execute on.
I’ve taken the same scenario above, but added in a 5th option which is labeled as “with
innovation” in the below graph. What this does is take the base growth rate scenario
and applies a 2x multiplier to growth midway through the year (e.g. you build a new
feature, such as Facebook’s News Feed and it leads to a step change in monthly active
usage). This assumes no optimizations along the way.
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The point isn’t that you should pick one approach to growth over the other. Rather,
the ideal outcome (and most realistic) is a healthy combination of both optimization
and innovation. In the below scenario, I assumed that a segment of the company is
working on optimizing the existing products and services to sustain 10% MoM growth
and another segment is working on new product innovation that leads to a 50% bump
in MAUs midway through the year. This scenario is plotted as a black dashed line on
the graph.
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P I CKI NG A P ATH
The appropriate question to ask is, “For my company, should I be innovating or
optimizing?”
For Seed and Series A startups the practical reality is that you are headcount
constrained into picking one over the other because you’ll have less than 20
employees. Prior to establishing product market fit, you’ll be entirely focused on
innovation because you’ve yet to figure out the new technology that delivers
something better, faster, cheaper, and more convenient relative to the alternatives in
the market. Consequently, you’ll have very little growth or customers to optimize on
top of, so don’t waste your time optimizing if you don’t already have exponential
organic growth.
As a company matures to the point of Series B and beyond (sometimes with a large
Series A) it can hire enough people that it can contemplate doing more than one thing
at a time. From my experience that’s at the point in which a consumer software
company has 30 or more employees. On average, about half of the employees will be
engineers, so that means you’ll have 15 people that can do the building. With 15
people doing the building you can divide them amongst 3-4 teams— e.g. 2 product
teams, an infrastructure team, and a floating pool of engineers needed for
miscellaneous tasks and on-call work.
When a company reaches 100 employees it can certainly multi-task. Its 50 engineers
can be subdivided amongst 2-3 well-staffed product teams, 2-3 infrastructure teams,
and still be able to manage on-call support and miscellaneous tasks.

STOCKS AND B ONDS
Assuming a company is able to reach the scale of 30+ employees and is now capable of
walking and chewing gum at the same time, the question becomes, “How do you
allocate those people in terms of optimization versus innovation?” I like to use
investing analogies when thinking through this decision.
Most investors should have an investment portfolio that maximizes their returns
given the amount of risk that is appropriate for them to take (this concept is known as
Modern Portfolio Theory). Put in simple terms, it stipulates that you’ll want a
diversified portfolio comprised of a mix of higher risk, higher return investments (e.g.
stocks) and lower risk, lower return investments (e.g. bonds). For example, if I’m 70
and ready to retire, I should be taking very little risk and will want a portfolio
weighted heavily towards low risk, low return investments (bonds). If I’m 30 and
putting money into a retirement account that I’ll use 30 to 40 years from now, then I
should be taking on more risk to generate more returns during that long time horizon
(i.e. more stocks).
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I hope you are starting to see how this investing analogy applies to your startup
thinking. Innovation is your stocks and optimization is your bonds. The question to
ask is, “What proportion of my company’s focus should be on optimization versus
innovation?”
If you’re building a seed stage startup, then you’ll solely be focused on innovation (all
stocks and no bonds) because you’re trying to build something new and innovative
that finds product market fit. If you’re working on a series A or series B startup with
clear indicators of product market fit (i.e. exponential organic growth), then you
should be considering the trade-off between optimization and innovation.
Facebook is a good example of optimization and innovation at play. While I was at the
company (2008-2010), we did a bit of both. The Growth Team was focused
predominantly on optimization by improving sign up conversion rates, new user
onboarding, reactivated user onboarding, getting people to add more friends, and a
vast library of miscellaneous A/B tests for the sake of getting more users. Meanwhile,
several of the core product teams were pushing out big innovations like the first
smartphone app, various News Feed innovations, large enhancements to photos, and
the developer’s platform.

DE SI GNI NG AN ORGANI ZATI ON THAT CAN
OP TI MI ZE AND I NNOVATE
There’s a powerful concept known as “shipping the org chart”. It was brilliantly
outlined by Steven Sinofsky in his piece on Functional vs Unit Organizations. The
TL;DR is that the design of your org makes its way into your product. In other words,
your product is significantly influenced by the nature of the organization you’ve
designed within your company.
Here’s an example from an org chart I recently reviewed with a Series A (soon to be
Series B) startup currently scaling from 15 employees to about 45.
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It’s a fairly straightforward org design. The ops team is focused on optimizing the field
operations folks to scale their service at lower cost. The eng team is building out and
scaling underlying services and products to support 10x growth in a number of
customers. There are two product team. The first team is the LTV team, which is
focused on increasing revenue per user. The second team— the growth team— is
focused on improving all important conversion rates, such as sign up rate, new user
onboarding, and so on. Lastly, the marketing team is focused on acquiring more
customers.
That all seems reasonable— but, with one catch.
I asked the founders of this Series A company, “Who is focused on delivering more
value to the customer?” To which I received a blank stare, followed by a bit of head
scratching, and then a final, “Uhhhh … well…good question!”
The problem with an org chart like the one above is that it’s almost exclusively aligned
with producing value for the business— so much so that very little attention is being
given to satisfying the needs of the customer. Here’s where things get really tricky—it
also pushes the company deep into optimization territory. To be specific, it’s the
design of the product teams (those highlighted in green) that is most worrisome. I’ll
elaborate more on this in the next section.

OPTIMIZERS PURGATORY
Imagine you have 1 junior/mid experience product manager, 1 junior/mid experience
designer, and 2-3 engineers— each with a few years of experience. That’s a fairly
common atomic unit of a product team within a startup. This small team now refers to
themselves as the “LTV team” with an understanding that their primary metric is to
improve revenue per customer. The next step for them is creating a roadmap, which
they begin to do through the lens of increasing revenue per user to maximize LTV for
the business.
The very first project that the team puts on their roadmap is to A/B test the pricing
tiers for their subscription business. Another item on their roadmap is to A/B test
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variations of the subscription cancellation flow with alternative messaging and
discount offers in an attempt to convince customers to not cancel their subscription.
Following that, the team has fleshed out a portion of their roadmap for testing new
email, in-product, and push notifications to encourage freemium users to upgrade to
one of the paid tiers. Again, these are all reasonable projects to work on. The issue is
that they are all focused on incremental optimizations for the benefit of the business
and don’t add any additional value to the user. This is the slippery slope I alluded to a
few paragraphs ago.
Fast forward 12 months and the LTV team is still busy running A/B tests, looking at
funnel data, and squeezing out 5% - 10% wins via the occasionally successful
experiment. Meanwhile, they haven’t shipped any new, innovative products or
features that deliver substantial value to the customer (which can also increase LTV
for the customer!). While exercising their data analysis and A/B testing muscles, their
customer development and new product development skills have atrophied.
Jump ahead another 6-12 months and this team of highly skilled optimizers is
scratching their head because the company is lagging its growth goals. They’ve
continued to hire PMs whose strength is in running SQL queries and designing
experiments. They’re finding the occasional 5% - 10% win, but they’re starting to get
the sense that they’ve scraped the bottom of the barrel because it’s becoming
increasingly hard to find a positive experiment. Meanwhile, one of their competitors
is scaling more quickly, compelling them to want to run even more experiments
because they’re questioning if they just haven’t run the right A/B tests yet.
Anecdotally, many employees at the company notice that the amount of customer
love they received on social media has slowed down. They observe a noticeable
decline in feature requests and praise from their existing customers in Zendesk as
well.
Meanwhile, the Growth team has been busy doing much of the same. They’ve been
running experiments, building innumerable data dashboards, and commiserating with
the startup’s lone data scientist as to why growth is below plan and becoming
increasingly dire, despite having run dozens or hundreds of A/B tests over the last
two years. Several of the tests were successful, but what gives? Why does growth
suck relative to their expectations?
The product teams and company have entered what I like to call “optimizers
purgatory.” They’re in a strange middle ground between succeeding with plenty of
data and A/B testing abilities, minus a single meaningful innovation to the user
experience in the last year or two. This sounds like an extreme hypothetical, but it’s
incredibly common. I’ve personally been there and worked with dozens of other
startups that have encountered optimizers purgatory as well.
What can be done? The company could have considered an alternative to the org
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chart that struck a better balance between having some focus on optimizing for
business value and some on innovation for customer satisfaction. This may in turn
create business value far greater than the value that comes from solely optimizing for
business metrics. Below is an example alternative that swaps the LTV Team for a
Client Value Team. This new team’s primary metric is customer satisfaction score—
e.g. the percent of customers “very satisfied” with their experience.

Take the same atomic unit of a team (1 PM, 1 designers, a few engineers) and you’ll
find their roadmap is wildly different than the LTV Team’s roadmap. This difference is
simply because their team name implies creating new value for the customer and their
primary metric requires that they increase customer satisfaction. Recall the LTV
Team had a roadmap full of A/B tests focused on optimizing the business metrics. The
Client Value Team’s roadmap is more likely to contain a list of new, high value
features that customers have been asking for and new, innovative value that
customers weren’t expecting to receive, but will be delighted with.
In contrast to the LTV Team, the Client Value Team will develop their customer
development and product development muscles. They’ll have well-defined customer
research and design research methods. They’ll likely also develop a closer relationship
with the customer service employees within the company, leading to regular meetings
with the head of customer service where they review the latest Zendesk customer
requests. They’ll have fewer data dashboards and won’t be able to speak as eloquently
about the parts of the product that are well optimized, but they will be able to speak
about which customer complaints have tapered off and which new customer requests
have bubbled to the surface.
The LTV Team and the Customer Value Team have become two very distinct
organisms, simply because of the name of the team and the type of metric chosen— i.e.
a customer success metric versus a business success metric. This is the notion of
“shipping the org chart” at play and it’s an essential concept to understand when
thinking about designing an organization with the intent to grow the business.
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CREATING A BALANCED ORGANIZATI ON
When working with founders on creating an org chart that adequately balances
growth from optimization and innovation, I give them the following exercise:
Step 1: Concisely describe your mission and vision for the next 2-3 years
Step 2: List the 2-3 things that must be true for your customer to realize that vision
Step 3: Create product teams that map to the 2-3 truths for your customer
Step 4: Revise and edit until satisfied with the results
Here’s a practical example from Wealthfront, where I was most recently the
President:
Step 1: Wealthfront’s mission is to provide everyone access to sophisticated financial
services with the vision that our customers would use Wealthfront to exclusively
manage all of their finances.
Step 2: In order for that mission and vision to be true, our clients would need to (1)
create a free financial plan that captures their needs and wants; (2) have a superior
set of banking products relative to what they could get at large banks; (3) have worldclass investment management that’s typically only available to the ultra wealthy.
Step 3: We set out to design the primitives of a product organization that reflected 1
and 2 above. It looked something like this:

We came up with an Onboarding Team that would digitize many of the financial
processes traditionally handled over the phone or via paperwork. By digitizing these
experiences, we could ensure “everyone gets access”, per our mission statement. The
Onboarding Team’s primary metric was customer satisfaction. For this metric, they
measured the percent of users that were very satisfied with various parts of the
onboarding experience. We made the leap of faith that if the customer was more
satisfied with the experience, they would trust us with more of their money (our data
science team proved to be true). That ensured we took a very customer-centric
approach to innovating with the onboarding experience.
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Secondly, we created a Financial Planning team to build out a whole new suite of
products, so that our clients could get more value out of Wealthfront beyond just
investment management (the company began with this offering). Finally, we had a
Financial Services Team that would build the next generation of investing and banking
products, so that our clients could get access to financial products typically reserved
for the rich.
Step 4: Once we had those teams in place with a clear charter for creating new
innovative products (as opposed to simply optimizing the products we already
provided), we put the rest of the company org in place.

And within the product organizations, we could then provide guidance on the
proportion of their roadmaps/time and effort spent on creating new feature
innovations versus optimizing for growth with the existing feature set. For example,
one might ask each product team to construct roadmaps that are 70% focused on
building new value to the customer and 30% spent testing and optimizing for key
business metrics related to their product line. With this approach to org design, a
startup can be very explicit with its allocation towards growth through both
optimization and innovation.

Another version of striking a balance between optimization and innovation is as
follows: In this case there are 3 innovation-focused product teams (in blue) and 1
product team (the growth team in green) that is focused exclusively on optimizing the
existing features and experiences in order to improve the business metrics. This
would lend itself to a split of 75% innovation and 25% optimization.
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BEING NI MBLE
As noted earlier, companies need to pick their balance of “stocks and bonds”— i.e.
their mix of optimization and innovation. However, they shouldn’t pick their mix once
and set it for perpetuity. The mix should change over time depending on the
circumstances of the business.
For example, if your company launched a new product line a few months ago and is
experiencing exponential organic adoption, then the product clearly has productmarket fit within your customer base. It may make sense for that product team to
then spend 3-6 months optimizing the existing features within that product line to
maximize for adoption via some low hanging fruit experiments. This is especially true
for network effects businesses since optimizing the drivers of the network effects can
produce massive results. That was the case at Facebook where we spent a lot of time
optimizing for sign up rate, new user onboarding, and getting people to add friends.
By doing so we meaningfully accelerated the growth of the company due to it being a
network effects business.
Conversely — and is the more common scenario I’ve seen at early stage startups — is
that top line growth has stagnated as a result of having not shipped anything new and
innovative in the last 1-2 years. That’s often the case since most businesses do not
have a network effect and must therefore grow through new product innovation. The
following example comes from my time at Wealthfront. At one point three out of four
product teams were setup to focus mostly on new product innovation (Onboarding,
Financial Planning, Financial Services) and one team was set up exclusively for
optimization (Growth). Within the Onboarding, Financial Planning, and Financial
Services roadmaps, the teams then have an explicit balance of how much of their
efforts is dedicated to building new innovative features versus optimizing the existing
products.
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In subsequent quarters, the mix would change based on new insights or overall
changes to the business. The key point is to remain flexible and use this simple mental
model of “stocks and bonds” to regularly communicate and decide the appropriate mix
of optimization and innovation across the company and within each product team’s
roadmap.
If you want to take a stab at designing your own org chart using a similar process, go
ahead and copy this free template that I made available and create a version of your
own. It provides guidelines for laying out your org chart, listing what you must
accomplish for your customers in order to realize your mission and vision. It’s also a
place for you to balance optimization and innovation within each roadmap, as well as
list the customer success metrics for each innovation team.

P ART 3: P RODUCT DE VE L OP ME NT F OR
OP TI MI ZATI ON
Assuming you’ve determined the right balance of optimization and innovation from
the above sections, we can now take a closer look at how to manage an optimization
roadmap and pick the “right” experiments to run.

CRE ATI NG A ROADMAP
Like any good product team, you should begin with a roadmap. The roadmap should be
organized in priority order with the priority determined by estimated impact and level
of effort. For example, if you estimate that a certain set of tests can produce a large
increase (double digit gain) in the metrics for a relatively small amount of effort (a few
weeks or less of engineering and design support), then it’s likely a high priority
experiment. I’ve also created a template for creating your own experimentation
roadmap, which you’re welcome to make a copy of and run with it.
The roadmap has two segments to it: The first segment allows for estimating the
impact of various experiments so that you can rank them in priority order. The second
segment is intended to capture the results from the experiment. It’s essential to
maintain a history of all experiment results so the team can conduct post mortems in
order to refine their experiment selection and design.
Generally speaking, I recommend that optimization teams— such as a growth team—
operate in 6-8 week sprints focused on improving one metric at a time. A common
mistake I see is a small growth team trying to optimize multiple metrics in parallel.
This lack of focus normally leads to subpar results. In contrast, significant results can
be produced when the full weight of a growth team is poured into a single metric for
at least a few months. The team will find that they improve their pattern recognition
through focused effort, leading to better test results as time goes on.
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As an example, during my time at Quora, our growth team spent 16 months optimizing
solely for sign up rate. During that time frame we increased the sign up rate from SEO
traffic from 0.1% to north of 4%. Once we reached the bottom of the barrel on that
particular metric, we moved onto the next metric and repeated the process. To
encourage this type of focus, I broke the experimentation roadmap template into
multiple tabs where each tab maps to a roadmap for a specific growth metric — e.g.
churn vs. reactivation vs. signups and so on.

PI CKING THE "RI GHT" EXPERIMENT
Picking the right experiment to run is part art and science. By art I mean using
judgement to craft a user experience worth testing. By science I’m referring to the
practical constraints of testing new experiments on a relatively small population (i.e.
sample size in statistics speak) when you’re still an early stage startup.
I often see startups try to run A/B tests in the same way that large companies like
Google and Facebook do. They create a list of A/B test ideas that require fairly limited
level of effort and then they start shipping dozens of small change tests fairly quickly.
A classic example would be making changes to the call-to-action on a landing page,
such as on the homepage, and perhaps testing the location of the call-to-action as
well. The problem with this sort of test is that a startup often has a much smaller
sample size (because they have less traffic or users of the product), so running and
resolving that A/B test at high statistical confidence takes much, much longer than
running a similar test at a high traffic product like Facebook. The relationship
between experiment thoughtfulness and sample size is captured in the below diagram.
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Here’s how to interpret it: Companies with a large sample size (a lot of traffic) don’t
have to be as thoughtful with experiment selection and design. The reason is that the
large company can make relatively small changes to the product, set up an A/B test to
measure the effect, and then resolve the experiment in a matter of days at high
statistical confidence because they have a wealth of data to lean on. On the other
hand, a small startup with very little traffic (small sample size) needs to be much more
thoughtful about experiment selection and design because an A/B test on a small
sample size that produces a small change relative to the control will take weeks or
months to harvest enough data to reach a statistically significant conclusion. I’ll
demonstrate this effect in the below table.
Let’s imagine we have three different startups (A, B, and C — below). Each is going to
run an A/B test on their homepage where the base conversion rate is 10%, the relative
increase in conversion rate they are aiming for is 5%, leading to a new conversion rate
of 10.5%. However, each startup has a different volume of daily traffic. Startup A
receives 100 visits per day to the homepage, B receives 1,000 visits per day, and C
receives 10,000 visits per day. Using the A/B testing calculator from AB Tasty to
calculate the necessary test duration, we get the following results.

You can see from the data that the test duration declines significantly as a result of
having more samples (i.e. traffic) in the test funnel. Now, let’s take a look at what
happens when you tweak the magnitude of the relative experiment effect. In other
words, when you run a test that produces a small, medium, or large change to the
baseline conversion rate.
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By increasing the magnitude of the relative experiment effect, the test duration
declines precipitously. The key takeaway here is to aim for large changes. That seems
like an obvious observation, yet I see many startups testing relatively minor changes
to their product in the hopes it will produce a double digit increase in the target
metric.
Finally, let’s look at what happens if we manipulate the base conversion rate. By base
conversion rate I’m referring to the starting conversion rate. For example, if you have
100 visitors/day to your homepage and 1 user signs up, and you’re running an A/B test
on the homepage, then you have a base conversion rate of 1%. If instead you run an
A/B test midway through the sign up flow where there are 10 visitors per day, and 1
visitor manages to sign up at the end of the flow, then you have a 10% base
conversion rate. What you’ll notice in the below scenario is that test duration
decreases as a result of having a higher base conversion rate. Practically speaking,
that means you’re more likely to reach statistical significance quicker if you A/B test
in the bottom half of a funnel versus the top half since the bottom half has a higher
base conversion rate.

To recap, there are a few key lessons to take away from the above scenarios:
1) Smaller startups can’t test like big companies because of sample size
limitations. They simply don’t have as much traffic. If they try to test small
changes to the product, which produces a small relative change in conversion
rate on an already small sample size, then the test will take months or years to
conclude. Startups don’t have the luxury of waiting around for insignificant
results like that. On the contrary, startups need to produce step change
increases in their rate of growth in order to achieve liftoff and set themselves
up for another funding round.
2) Startups must test big changes to their product in order to manage sample size
limitations. If a startup runs an A/B test for a significant product change that
leads to a 30% worse conversion rate, they’ll find out in a matter of days and
can quickly kill the experiment and limit the downside. If it turns out that the
test produces a 30% increase in conversion rate, the company will also find out
in a matter of days and can turn it live to 100% of users and experience a large
increase in its rate of growth. When you think of it that way, the startup really
has nothing to lose!
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3) The bottom half of a funnel is often a better place to test than the top half of a
funnel because obtaining statistical significance on a high baseline conversion
rate is more likely than on a low baseline conversion rate.
It’s essential that anyone working on an experimentation team or roadmap
understands the above statistical concepts. If so, they are less likely to stack their
roadmap with poorly chosen A/B tests that will take too long to run and produce
results too small to change the trajectory of the company.

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT FOR
I NNOVATI ON
Modern software companies follow a variety of common conventions to scale quickly
and efficiently. For example, most software companies have a defined and
documented approach for engineers when it comes to writing, reviewing, editing, and
deploying new code. It’s important to settle on some standards and procedures for
software development because it means a company can write code quicker, reduce
mistakes that are inherent in writing code, and provide a better working environment
for software developers. The end result is more and better products delivered to the
customer, which in turn is good for the business.
However, standardization of a product development process is uncommon within
startups. Most companies lack a clear procedure for taking an idea and turning it into
a high quality, shippable product. What typically happens is product teams form and
are left on their own to figure out how they want to drive new product development.
For example, who is responsible for conducting customer research, when, and how
should it be conducted? How does a team come up with an initial prototype for a new
product? How do you iterate on it over time? In what ways can you maintain clear
internal communication with key stakeholders as the product is being built? When and
how do you come up with the go-to-market plan for the product? A well-designed
product development process will have an answer for each of these questions and will
help you ship more and better products to your customers. Without such standards,
each product team will build products through different methods, leading to
inconsistent product delivery timelines and inconsistent product quality. The last
thing a startup needs is more unpredictability.
I created the following content to prevent unnecessary churn when trying to create
new innovative products. It describes a product development process I’ve refined
over the years and use on a day-to-day basis when building compelling products
customers love. The process is described in a way that will make it clear and easy to
implement within your company. It is specifically designed for building large
customer-facing features where “large” is defined as a product that requires 1 month
or more of engineering time to complete.
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COMMON PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT ISSUES
First, it’s useful to point out the ways in which product development is typically
broken or inefficient at young technology companies. Here are the common issues
that I tend to see at startups:
1) The value you want to create for your customer has not been clearly
articulated upfront.
2) Projects get “blown up” late in development due to large communication gaps
during development.
3) Creating the first product prototype takes far too long, leading to a lull in the
pace of development.
4) Customers aren’t being talked to enough, leading to products that don’t
adequately reflect customer wants and needs.
5) The project team building the product doesn’t have a clear escalation path to
get unblocked.
The below process has been designed to explicitly solve or greatly mitigate each of
the above issues when developing new products.

GUIDING PRI NCI PLES
In addition to solving common product development pitfalls, this method of
developing products is rooted in a set of guiding principles which further prevents the
above issues and gives product teams a common language to use when describing how
they build product:
1) "Work backwards" from the customer: Start with intense focus and clarity on
the value the company wants to create for customers as opposed to thinking
about the value the company wants to create for itself. The belief is that if
your startup makes the customer very satisfied, customers will engage deeper
with the product, which leads to an increase in the key business metrics.
Amazon is the best example of a company that begins product development
with an intense focus on value to the customer.
2) Collaborative: All key functions (e.g. product, design, engineering, and
customer support) are present from beginning to end since each function
provides a unique and valuable perspective. That means everyone must own
the outcome of the product— e.g. engineering should care just as much about
the quality of the user experience as a designer should. I don’t believe in the
“PM as the CEO of the product” idea because most PMs don’t have CEO quality
judgement. Software development is best conducted as a team sport.
3) Interactive prototypes: A product development process should aim towards
creating interactive prototypes worthy of being tested on actual customers, as
quickly as possible. The reason is that startups learn the most when testing an
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interactive prototype on customers. Interactive can mean working code or a
high fidelity visual prototype using something like Framer, which strings
together visual designs through clickable hotspots.

4) Measure and learn: Once a product is shipped, you’ll want to measure the
outcome to see if it created the expected impact. If not, you can investigate
why that is the case and use those insights to either deprecate the product,
improve it, or carry forward those learnings into future products that are built.
Shipping products without understanding the impact is unacceptable.

A REPEATABLE PROCESS FOR
I NNOVATI ON
First, I’ll describe the process. Following the description is a visual concept. The
product development process follows these steps:
1) Begin with conducting Customer Research as part of "working backwards from
the customer". It's through this research that you will refine the product
hypotheses— i.e. what the product should do and why it should do it, what
specific problems you’ll be solving for the customer, and what forms of delight
you can provide. Customer Research can either be conducted by a PM or a
designer, if your company doesn’t have a full-time research lead. Each
conversation is 30 - 60 minutes and follows an open-ended format that allows
for spontaneous discovery of rich customer insights. These insights should
eventually make its way into product requirements.
2) In parallel, the lead Product Manager begins drafting product requirements
(which also includes an Amazon-style press release). A draft of the product
requirements and press release must be finished before starting the design
sprint, which is how a product team develops its first testable prototype. The
initial draft should be reviewed by the design and engineering leads, so they are
familiar with it and can provide useful feedback. You want all key team
members to be versed in what value you intend to create for the customer.
3) Once Customer Research is complete, and a first draft of product requirements
and the press release have been drafted, the team will then run a design sprint
to quickly design the first testable prototype of the product. I selected the
Google Design sprint method since it was created with the time constraints of a
technology company in mind. The issue with most traditional design processes
is that they can take weeks to months to get to a testable prototype. That
timeframe simply doesn’t work within a startup. The Google Design Sprint
method is the most effective that I’ve seen when going from 0 to 1 within a
software company. The design sprint takes 1 week, at most. You can create a
truncated version of this method that runs 2-3 days in most cases.
4) Once the design sprint is complete, the team can finalize the product
requirements and Amazon-style press release so that the requirements and
customer value are crystal clear before full development begins. The results
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from customer research and the design sprint are brought into a kickoff
meeting to get everyone on the same page prior to the development process
ramping up to 100%. A kickoff meeting should be no longer than 45 minutes
and should be conducted shortly after the design sprint is completed (e.g.
within 1 week). You’ll want all primary decision-makers involved so that
there are no surprises, which could lead to the project being derailed later in
development. Feedback from primary stakeholders should then be taken into
account and incorporated into the product plans.

5) Once development begins, the project team will present the latest prototype(s)
(across all platforms— e.g. web, iOS, Android) and overall status of the project
during weekly or bi-weekly product reviews until the product is finished and
launched to the public. Product reviews are also 45 minutes max and should
take significantly less time (e.g. 20 - 30 minutes), if run efficiently. The purpose
of product reviews is to maintain coordination throughout the project, give the
project team a regular interface with the leadership so that they can ask for
help or support when needed, and to incorporate feedback on the prototypes
iteratively.

This is a conceptual diagram for the product development process from start to finish.
If run well, it should only take 2-3 weeks to finish customer research, the design
sprint, and have a kickoff meeting session. Keep in mind that this is for new,
innovative products/features, so getting to the point of alignment on a medium
fidelity prototype is impressive in such a short timeframe. From there, development
starts to move quickly until the product is ready to launch.

TEMPLATES
Here’s the full list of templates that you can use in conjunction with the process laid
out above. You can use them to incorporate this process into your own company.
- Guide to Conducting Customer Research
- Product Requirements Template
- Amazon Press Release Template
- Google Design Sprint Methodology
- Kickoff Meeting Template
- Product Review Template
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WRAP UP
Thanks to an abundance of data storage, analysis, and visualization tools, startups
today have the ability to make rapid improvements to nearly every aspect of their
business. However, this overabundance has led to a significant bias in that startups
now lean on structured data too much. So much so, in fact, that some of the
fundamentals of building innovative products, such as rigorous customer
development, have fallen by the wayside. One of the byproducts of this data
obsession is that many startups try to optimize their way towards success through
relentless A/B testing. This typically pulls them further away from essential insights
and truths that they might discover, if they spent less time analyzing structured data
from a database and more time collating the unstructured data that can be discovered
when talking to customers.
The good news is that data over-reliance can be easily corrected with a shift in
mindset and some of the tools and guides I provided in this eBook. In terms of next
steps, I hope you take a few key steps from here. First, move forward with designing a
company-wide org chart that creates an explicit balance between optimization efforts
and innovation efforts. It’s also critical to make wise decisions with the types of
experiments to run and avoid running tests that will never meaningfully improve your
business. And finally, that you adopt some version of the repeatable product
development process I shared, so that you can innovate much more effectively for the
betterment of your customers and your business.
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